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This fully illustrated volume explores German military aviation during WWI through archival
photographs and authentically detailed replicas. Fighter aircraft were developed during World
War I at an unprecedented rate, as nascent air forces sought to achieve and maintain air
supremacy. German manufacturers innovated at top speed, while constantly scrutinizing the
development of new enemy aircraft. The Germans also utilized the concept of modular
engineering, which allowed them to disassembled or reassembled their aircraft quickly in the
field. The pinnacle of their aeronautical innovations was the iconic Fokker D VII—the only aircraft
specifically mentioned in the Treaty of Versailles, which forbade Germany from building it after
the war. German Fighter Aircraft in World War I explores how German fighter aircraft were
developed during the war, the advancements and trials that made the Fokker D VII possible, and
the different makes and types of aircraft. Using unpublished images including photographs of
surviving aircraft, archive images, and models and replicas, this volume shows details of aircraft
that were kept top secret during the war. Extensively illustrated with 140 photos and ten color
profiles, this is will be essential reading for all WWI aviation enthusiasts and modelers.

"This volume is especially recommended to technical enthusiasts and modelers, who will find
new material driven by the creative personalities, politics and wartime exigencies of the
period."Over the Front"Thanks to its lavish and copious illustrations, the book covers a broad
range of topics quickly and lays a foundation of information that the curious reader can use to
seek additional information from other sources."Air Power History"I can easily recommend this
volume to aviation enthusiasts, World War I history lovers, and especially model makers."A
Wargamers Needful Things"...if you're really into WWI aviation, this book is so different from the
usual fare that it deserves a second and third look."Historical Miniatures Gaming Society"Author
Wilkins successfully walks a fine line between abundant technical details and interesting
storytelling."IPMS/USA"...a wonderful read with an array of photographs rarely equaled in the
Great War genre."Indy Squadron Dispatch"Copiously illustrated with both contemporary
photographs and drawings and those showing preserved examples and modern reproductions
in great detail, this is an invaluable book for modellers tackling these early airframes. There are
even some colour profiles by Ronny Bar to inspire future projects."Scale Aviation Modeller
International --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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UKCopyright © 2019 Mark C. WilkinsA CIP record for this book is available from the British
LibraryAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or
by any means, electronic or mechanical including photocopying, recording or by any information
storage and retrieval system, without permission from the publisher in writing.For a complete list
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853-9131Fax (610) 853-9146Email: casemate@casematepublishers.comCASEMATE
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uk@casematepublishers.co.ukAll black and white drawings are from Flight magazine unless
otherwise noted.Facing Title Page: Fantastic flying shot of the Craftlab Oeffag Albatros D.III.
(Craftlab)Title Page: The SS D.III had an impressive rate of climb due to its powerful Sh.III
engine, had a semi-monocoque fuselage, thin airfoil wings with interplane struts that supported
two spars in the lower wings (like Pfalz), balanced control surfaces including ailerons on bottom
and top wings, a nicely cowled engine, spinner, and a four-bladed propeller.Contents Page: An
Albatros factory worker working on smoothing the lightening holes of a D.V or D.Va former using
a sanding board. It is clamped in a bench vise; there are other sanding boards lying on the
bench.ContentsGlossaryIntroduction1The Taube2Aviatik3Halberstadt Flugzeugzelte4Fokker
Flugzeugwerke5Junkers Flugzeugwerke6Albatros Flugzeugwerke7LFG Roland and Pfalz
Flugzeugwerke8Production Methodology9Siemens-Schuckert Werke10Armaments and
EnginesConclusionAppendicesNotesBibliographyThe Rumpler factory: pictured are numerous
Rumpler Taubes.GlossaryAdlershof—a town located in the borough Treptow-Köpenick of Berlin,
Germany. Aircraft, engines, and armaments were tested here for potential contract awards, and
to decide on efficacy of a given type.Aerodrome—military airfield comprised of hangars,
maintenance facilities, mess, and billets.Ailerons—control surfaces on wings used to induce roll



in an aircraft.Angle of Incidence –usually expressed in positive and negative degrees relative to
0 degrees which indicates a horizontal line running through the LE and TE parallel to the thrust
line of the fuselage.Cabane struts—Struts that attach the upper wing to the fuselage forward of
the cockpit.Cam lock—a lozenge-shaped metal fitting that has a pin set off-center, such that
when rotated it will apply pressure to whatever it abuts.Cantilever—a structure that can project
from a given attachment point and requires no external bracing such is its strength.Cellule—a
wing structure comprised of an upper and lower wing i.e. a biplane.Clausewitz, von, Carl—
Prussian military theorist whose tract On War was read, endorsed, and practiced by all
leadership during World War I.Clinker—a method of planking boats where the planks
overlapped each other like clapboards on a house.Doppeldecker—biplane.Dreidecker—three-
winged aircraft or “triplane.”Elevator—control surface used to control pitch on an aircraft.
Elevators join the aft edge of the horizontal stabilizer.Empennage—refers to the entire tail
assembly; horizontal stabilizer, elevators, rudder and fin. Also referred to as “tail feathers” much
like a bird.Eindecker—monoplane or “one wing.”Fairness—in referencing a curve it should have
no humps or hollows but be a continuous and “fair” curve.Flugzeugwerke—Aircraft plant or
factory.Full flying rudder—a rudder that has no fin and is hinged such that the entire structure
moves. Nieuports, Fokker D series and Dr.1, and Halberstadt D.IIs all had full flying
rudders.Fuselage—body of the airplane.Gores—tapered shapes that allow a compound curve
to be rendered from material that will not easily conform to curves.Gyroscopic effect—this is
produced by the aggregate weight and mass of a spinning rotary engine. It would cause the
airplane to move quickly in one direction while making it difficult to turn in the other direction; this
could be used to advantage in combat.IdFlieg—Inspektion der Fliegertruppen, or Inspectorate
of Flying Troops, was the German Empire bureau that oversaw the development of the military
aviation industry prior to and including World War I.Interplane Struts—struts that connect the
upper and lower wings near the tips.Jasta—short for Jagdstaffel; was a fighter Staffel (squadron)
of the German Imperial Luftstreitkräfte during World War I.Lightening holes—these were holes of
irregular shape that were cut out of bulkheads, formers, ribs, etc. to “lighten” the weight of said
object without sacrificing strength. Obviously placement and size of these apertures was
crucial.Longerons—usually made from spruce or ash, these were long and resilient stringers
that ran fore and aft in the fuselage and usually defined the bottom, sides, and turtle deck
portions of a given fuselage.Parseval—An airship built between 1909 and 1919 by the Luft-
Fahrzeug-Gesellschaft (LFG) following the design of August von Parseval. There were 22 of
these built in this time period.RFC—Royal Flying Corps; at the war’s conclusion this had been
replaced by the Royal Air Force.Stabilator—similar to the full flying rudder, this is a combination
of horizontal stabilizer and elevator in one; the entire plane moves and was typically fairly
sensitive. These were used in Eindeckers, and Halberstadt D.IIs.Symmetrical airfoil—an airfoil
that has the same curve on the top and bottom of the wing rib from profile view.Teves & Braun—
a type of in-wing, airfoil-shaped radiator that could be dropped into an aperture of an upper
wing.Turtle Deck—the compound curved area on the top of the fuselage. It was usually made up



of formers and stringers and was either covered with linen or paneled with plywood or
aluminum.Typenprufung—“type testing” of aircraft which was usually conducted at facilities such
as Adlershof. The results of this testing would determine whether a given aircraft was suitable for
military service.Washout—a slight upward warping of the trailing edge of a wing at the tip. The
purpose of washout is to prevent a “hard stall” when an aircraft has reached stalling moment and
drops a wing.Wing-warping—a method of roll control devised by the Wright Brothers. Using a
series of cables and pulleys the wings of an aircraft were literally warped to induce roll. Ailerons
were devised by Glenn Curtiss as a method of roll control that did not infringe on the Wright
patent.A bold graphic promoting Garuda Propellers. Seen in this image is the silhouette of a
either a Taube or Eindecker. Garuda propellers were used on Fokker E, D.I–IV, D. VII types;
Albatros D.V; and various C types.IntroductionAircraft reconnaissance was born out of the stasis
of trench warfare and the impossible topography of “no man’s land.” Traditional means such as
cavalry or even scouting parties found navigating the devastated landscape difficult, which
included massive artillery craters, barbed wire, and a host of obstacles. However, this terrain
posed no difficulty for aircraft thus galvanizing its efficacy in military operations. With the ever-
increasing numbers of reconnaissance aircraft came the desire to shoot the opposing side’s
down, thereby creating the need for the armed reconnaissance aircraft and the fighter.Both the
Allies and Central Powers developed aircraft during World War I at an unprecedented rate. Each
sought to achieve and maintain air supremacy and, importantly, each side was influenced by the
other—a fact often overlooked or marginalized in many historical tracts on the subject.
Innovation occurred on a compressed timeline with one power scrutinizing the other, improving
upon, and attaining the (albeit fleeting) upper hand. Even within a given country competition was
fierce and sometimes perfidious. Occurring simultaneously was the notion of mass production:
could a given design be built cost-effectively to uniform timelines given the exigencies of wartime
shortages of materials and equipment? And, as importantly: what materials were available in
one country in large quantities? Moreover, given the exceptional rate of innovation, production
techniques to produce a given aircraft had to be invented—fast. Another important aspect was
whether a particular design could be assembled/disassembled quickly and efficiently at the
Front. Aircraft had to be transported via rail or truck to access the fighting so this aspect became
very important to the design. Thus German aircraft tended to incorporate better modular
engineering than most French (e.g. Spads) or British aircraft (profusion of rigging and somewhat
difficult to disassemble/assemble). Additionally, British planes had to be flown to bases in
France. Why Germany did not follow suit could be due to early aspirations of a more mobile war,
or uncertainty as to the role of aircraft once at the front; that they could be towed to the combat
zone tends to support the mindset that aircraft, like artillery pieces, were simply another tool at
the army’s disposal. Fokker, Albatros, and Pfalz all capitalized on this aspect as all their aircraft
were built in a similar fashion—wooden wings with welded steel fuselages, in the case of Fokker,
and semi-moncoque for Pfalz, Albatros, and Roland. Thus many German aircraft could be
quickly assembled in the field—something that could not be said of many Allied aircraft.Pfalz



and Albatros were the first to realize the importance of a streamlined fuselage—the precursor of
all that would follow. Both of these companies built semi-monocoque fuselages using plywood to
develop semi-stressed skin; the Allies had nothing similar. Moreover, the Germans were quick to
realize the importance of powerful inline engines as exemplified by the Halberstadt and Albatros
fighters. These engines did not have the gyroscopic effect of the rotary engines and as such
were easier and more stable to fly. Fokker was slow to give up his rotary engines but once he
did, the result was the iconic and deadly Fokker D.VII. However, many design decisions were
made due to the availability of materials or engines; Germany, for example, eventually faced
shortages of high-quality castor oil, thus rendering rotaries undesirable. Although Fokker had a
controlling share in Oberursel, and profits dictated that he use rotaries, combat performance,
fast-tracked training for new pilots, and a mandate from Idlfieg compelled him to turn to inline
engines.The companies profiled in this book demonstrate most of the major fighter-producing
operations that materially contributed to the war effort. There are some companies that
produced a few fighters—DFW, AEG, Gotha, Phonix—that are mentioned where appropriate but
they are referenced insofar as their contributions warrant.Unification, Industrialization,
Aeronautical ResearchIn 1914 Germany had been a “unified state” for less than half a century. In
1848—the year of European revolution—a series of movements and upheavals in Prussia,
Bavaria, Baden, and Saxony all demanded change and political restructuring, the dominant
theme being German unification. Germany at this time was an uneasy aggregation of 25 states,
city states, and duchies that in times of war all fell under the leadership of the Kaiser. German
nationalism gathered steam through the mid-1800s, spearheaded by Prussia, which was the
largest, richest, and most influential of the states. The nationalistic flashpoint for Germany was
the brief but victorious Franco-Prussian War of 1870–71. At the conclusion of this conflict, and
guided by the skillful diplomacy of Prussian statesman Otto von Bismarck, the long-awaited
unification of Germany was formalized. The new German empire or “Second Reich” was led by
its new Kaiser, Wilhelm I. The fledgling constitution was a strange mix of authoritarian
monarchical power and liberal individual rights. The Kaiser retained absolute power over
government: he could hire and fire the chancellor (prime minister), determine foreign policy and
was commander-in-chief of the armed forces of the entire German nation.Although in reality
largely aspirational, the notion of a unified Germany—featuring a proud cultural heritage,
decisive government, robust economy, and a strong army and navy—was a dream that was held
by many. Prussia was in the vanguard with many of these aspirations, and, as a result, Prussian
influence remained pervasive after unification, creating “Prussianism” which was characterized
by fierce nationalism and militarism. Also at this time the writings of Carl von Clausewitz, a
military theorist and strategist who attained widespread acceptance, became enduringly
influential; the Clausewitzian notion of the“decisive victory” would attain near gospel status
during World War I, although of equal, if not more, importance, his “fog of war” seems to have
been disregarded by German and Allied military leadership, something that would cost them
millions of lives.Regardless of unification, some states like Bavaria remained fiercely



independent. Bavaria had been an autonomous dukedom and later kingdom until 1871, when it
was (grudgingly) incorporated into the German nation-state. For Bavarians, anything beyond the
state’s borders might as well be Russia or France. The state had its own anthem and its own
flag, part of which—the blue-and-white checkers—symbolized quality and tradition. Bavarian
political rhetoric exuded the notion of Bavaria as a separate nation-state—its official name “der
Freistaat” meaning “the Free State.” The Bavarian republic is mentioned in the first line of the
separate Bavarian constitution (its fourth constitution since 1808) that was signed under the
aegis of the American forces of occupation in 1946.From the perspective of political
representation in post-unification Germany, this translated to a nation being represented by the
interests of a small percentage of its people (the Kaiser, Junkers) whose view was skewed: none
of the ruling class had ever worked in a factory, or known hunger or privation. Catholics, Jews,
and factory workers were treated with suspicion and exerted little influence on Germany’s
governance, at a time when Germany was rapidly industrializing; this would come to a head
during the latter part of the war. Manufacturing of electrical products (Siemens and AEG),
chemicals (BASF) and internal combustion engines (Karl Benz and Gottlieb Daimler) replaced
agrarian enterprises as the most important growth sectors of the German economy, and by 1900
Germany boasted the largest industrial economy in Europe.The burgeoning aircraft industry was
an extension of this industrial surge as it capitalized on preexisting engine industry.
Industrialization influenced the demography of Germany, and, by 1910, 60 percent of Germans
lived in urban areas: the population of Berlin doubled between 1875 and 1910 and other cities
like Munich, Essen, and Kiel grew exponentially. Industrialization and the resultant demographic
changes thus produced social changes in the growing towns and cities. However, the basic
hierarchy of German society and government remained, regardless of the now drastically
disproportionate numbers.By 1910 there were over 10 million factory workers in Germany—the
largest single faction in German society—who faced generally poor living and working
conditions. On a positive note, all adult males could vote, and most of them supported the Social
Democratic Party (SDP), which grew rapidly during this period to become the largest party in the
Reichstag by 1912. The popularity of and support for the SDP worried the Kaiser and the ruling
class. During the 1880s Chancellor Bismarck shrewdly introduced a liberal reform package such
as insurance against accidents, health care, disability, and old age pensions to reduce support
for the SDP. He also worked to enact laws to weaken the influence of the SDP. However, the
socialist party made labor reform their top party plank and worked to pass laws that benefited
the average factory worker: the 1891 Social Law banned work on Sundays and child labor for
children under 13; in 1900 accident insurance coverage was expanded; in 1901 special
“industrial arbitration courts” were established to mediate worker/employer disputes; and in 1903
health insurance was expanded and further restrictions were placed on child labor. The Junkers
responded by supporting their own modest labor reforms to try to maintain loyalty to the German
state, but the tension between the two did not subside.The burgeoning aircraft manufacturing
industry was thus created and fostered in this context. A world war would bring the plight of the



worker to a head with wartime restrictions on food, wages, and expanded hours to meet the
demands of winning the war. In addition, the influx of a completely new demographic—women—
would transform further the context of wartime production, as most of the men were needed to
fight the war. This was not only true for Germany but all warring nations, which would empower
women in this period with a purpose heretofore unheard of, giving rise to nascent notions of
equality in the workplace, and women’s suffrage and rights.Moreover, given the state of rationing
during the war in Germany, working in a military factory could mean increased rations as well as
job security. While most food reserves went to feed the army, munitions and military contractors
could make a case for additional food for their workers who were materially supporting the war
effort. This made these jobs attractive, as the chief worry on home-front was finding the next
meal. However, by the end of the war rioting, picketing, and walkouts became more common as
dissatisfaction with the war grew, and the upheavals in Russia caused ordinary Germans to
wonder if they too should adopt proworker ideologies and governments.In addition, the
development of the aircraft industry just before and during World War I must take into account
the availability of raw materials and supplies within Germany. This is important, as the British
blockade prevented other types of materials from reaching Germany—for example, castor oil,
crucial in rotary engines. The two principal materials that account for the trajectory of German
aircraft design and production were steel and plywood. Without either of these the
developmental path of German aircraft design and production would have been very different.
On the eve of World War I Germany was the second largest producer of steel in the world (the
United States was number one). It was also the first to build factories for the manufacture of
veneer (used in plywood) in the middle of the 19th century. The rotary peeling lathes (called
“peelers”) were mostly of French origin, but American-made peelers were also imported by
Germany. After 1870, the firm A. Roller in Berlin delivered simple peelers. The rapid
development and improvement of the rotary peelers fostered and accelerated the German
plywood industry prior to World War I.Finally, in the decade leading up to the outbreak of World
War I, there was a growing community of scholars in Germany intent on investigating the rapidly
growing field of aerodynamics. There were a few epicenters of study in Germany, namely the
Technical Institute at Charlottenburg and Gottingen University, as well as Aachen. At Gottingen,
Dr Prandtl and his disciples were intent on studying the performance of the airfoil via wind-tunnel
experiments. Airfoils of various aircraft manufacturers were tested there; for example, Fokker’s
Dr.1 airfoil was tested and numbered. Scientists at Gottingen kept the German aircraft industry
informed as to significant breakthroughs—such as Prandtl’s news that thick airfoils did not
produce more drag than thin ones, validating Junkers’s work and infusing Fokker with ideas as
to his best designs and most famous direction.After war broke out, the study did not cease; in
fact it was accelerated based on the need to win the war. Innovations were quickly put into
practice and if successful would be fasttracked into production for frontline service. The testing
facility at Adlershof was one such example of a real-time method to test aircraft, with associated
devices being tested before being put into production. When problems arose, such as early Dr.1



wing failures, Adlershof testing was reactivated on an already approved aircraft. Some of the
academic community’s best, like Hugo Junkers, were not interested in winning the war per se
but rather using it as a vehicle for research.Graphic poster image promoting Fokker’s affiliation
with the Imperial German air force, as well as alluding to his synchronizing gear that permitted
the machine gun to fire through the propeller without hitting it.A replica Taube flying—the Taube
resembled a large mechanical bird and featured wing and elevator warping with a hinged
rudder.1The TaubeGermany would make a direct connection with nature—specifically biology—
in her aircraft, be they Zanonia seeds or birds, while the Allies would employ only the principles
contained therein. Both the Wright brothers and German aviation pioneers studied the
mechanics of how birds flew to inform their flying machines. The Wrights had a very different
solution to the challenge of flight from that of the European aviation pioneers who adopted in its
entirety the shape of the bird for their early flying machines, examples being the French
Antoinette and Deperdussin aircraft. The Taube (Dove) resembled a giant bird and this would
make a lasting impression on the Albatros company designers.The ubiquitous Taube monoplane
was the first aircraft that appeared on the German aviation scene in quantity before the war. The
Taube was the brainchild of Austro-Hungarian Igo Etrich who designed this bird-like monoplane
in 1909, and flew it in 1910. Igo Etrich was schooled in Leipzig where he learned of the work of
Otto Lilienthal. He became fascinated with solving the problem of flight. With his father’s help, he
built a laboratory for his aviation experiments. After Lilienthal was killed, Etrich’s father acquired
some of his advanced gliders.Franz Wels graduated as an industrial engineer in 1891. After
serving in the army between 1893 and 1897, he spent some time in England. His interest in
flying machines led to a meeting with the Austrian aviation pioneer Wilhelm Kress in 1901.
Following Kress’s recommendation, Wels was employed by Igo Etrich in Trutnov (Czech
Republic) who tasked him with researching relevant aviation literature. Wels found “The Stability
of the Flying Apparatus” by Professor Friederich Ahlborn, who taught at the Real Gymnasium
des Johanneums in Hamburg, and who was also cofounder of the Hamburg Association of
Airship Aviation. His background in zoology led to the study of various things occurring in nature
that might have favorable hydro- and aerodynamic properties. The article analyzed the flying
seed of Zanonia Macrocarpa as possessing particularly stable flight characteristics. Ahlborn, a
graduate of Gottingen University, was interested in the science and development of flow
dynamics as they related to water and air (he would become head of the Hydrodynamic
Research Institute of the (military) Aviation Department at Adlershof in 1916).Franz Wels.Igo
Etrich.The patent illustration for the flying machine created by Wels and Etrich. Note the
pronounced similarity to the Zanonia flying seed.Flying seed of Zanonia Macrocarpa. Note how
closely this shape resembles the wing plan of the Taubes.In 1903, Etrich used the principles
outlined in Ahlborn’s article to construct his first glider that was based on the Zanonia seed,
which produced the effect of keeping the wing parallel to the freestream of air induced by air
flowing off the tips. On March 3, 1905, Etrich filed an Austrian patent on the Zanonia wing shape
(patent no. 23465). It was described in the document as “Igo Etrich and Franz Wels in



Oberaltstadt Trautenau (Slovakia)—a flying machine.” It was filed in the U.S. on February 28,
1906 as patent no. 952,316. According to the patent drawing, this flying machine had just wings,
two inset propellers and one engine. First, the airplane was tested without the engine, but as a
glider, it proved unstable over 15 meters.At the beginning of 1907 Etrich and Wels tested a
smaller motor airplane, the Etrich I, or Praterspatz aka “Prater park sparrow.” Karl Illner flew the
Etrich I but due to its weak (24-hp) engine and the limited space in which to fly it, the aircraft flew
only 40 metres at 4 meters off the ground. After the glider was remodeled, Wels succeeded in
flying it for the first time on October 2, 1907. Etrich rented two hangars and continued to develop
his Taube design. Wels traveled to Paris in 1908, to witness the successful flight of the Wright
Brothers’ model B and suggested to Etrich to change from monoplane to biplane design. This
caused an irreconcilable rift between Wels and Etrich and they parted company.In 1909, the first
airfield in the Austro-Hungarian Empire was founded at Wiener-Neustadt. At this time Karl Illner
and Pavel Podgornik became associates of Etrich’s, and while Wels was in France, the three
successfully built a monoplane called Taube II.On May 17, 1910 Karl Illner flew an advanced
version of the Taube cross-country from Wiener-Neustadt to Vienna, a distance of 25 miles, at
an altitude of 948 feet. Wels subsequently worked as an independent inventor. Etrich filed for
another patent in the U.S. on August 12, 1910: serial no. 576,853. In 1912, Etrich founded the
Etrich Flieger Werke in Liebau, Silesia (now Poland), whose chief designer starting in the spring
of 1914 was Ernst Heinkel.The design of the Taube was and is interesting to say the least. Etrich
coopted Blériot’s undercarriage structure to improve ground handling and make bumpy landings
easier on the airframe, as the German military stipulated that these aircraft should be able to
land on a ploughed field. The wing was comprised of three spars around which the rib webs
were installed, supported by a steel tube truss—a “bridge” or brücke—underwing, which in turn
was braced by cable and hardened by turnbuckles. At the outboard end of each truss, a kingpost
ran perpendicular to the truss and plane—which it pierced and projected above to support
rigging for wing-warping and the support of the wing itself. Like many contemporary aircraft,
especially monoplanes, the original Taube used wing-warping for lateral (roll) control, and also
warped the rear half of the stabilizer to function as the elevator. Only the vertical, twin triangular
rudder surfaces were initially hinged. However, Taubes would eventually employ hinged ailerons
and elevators.The only surviving Etrich Taube is located at the Vienna Technical Museum. Note
the simple fuselage, complex undercarriage, and open cockpit. (Image courtesy of
Idflieg.com)The Etrich Taube looking forward. Note the steering wheel–type roll control; this was
common during this period and was a direct coopting from early automobiles. Note also the
profusion of rigging cables that were led from an armature just in front of the pilot to the
wings.Etrich’s patent for his Taube which was filed in 1910 and granted in 1911. In planform the
Taube borrows heavily from nature.The tail of the Taube is very similar to a bird and features no
separate elevators; instead the aft portion of the tail wass made from flexible wood that was then
simply bent upward or downward using a web of rigging that was led forward.The second
drawing of the 1910 patent, which looks decidly manmade with its spiderweb of cables, and



awkward system of girders and struts.This drawing from the patent describes the “washout” at
the wingtips of the Etrich Taube. In the event of a stall, this feature insured a smoother recovery
of the aircraft, than if the tips were not warped upward.The Etrich Taube II was originally licensed
for production by Lohner-Werke in Austria. It should be noted how trades such as coachbuilding
and boat building—specialized woodworking—were coopted or leveraged by the growing
aircraft industry. Since “aircraft builders” per se had not existed as a long-established trade, the
trade had to be “invented” using those with woodworking, metalworking, engine, and rigging
experience to develop the new craft.Rumpler also licensed the Etrich Taube II in Germany and
soon changed the name to Rumpler Taube, and stopped paying royalties to Etrich, who
subsequently abandoned his patent. This was due to the fact that since Ahlborn had already
published on the Zanonia wing form, it could not be patented by another party. This led to a glut
of Taube designs by just about everyone producing aircraft in Germany during the ramp-up to
World War I.A coach made by Lohner-Werke coachworks; the same curves used to make this
beautiful coach were re-purposed to build the curved shapes of aircraft.A Rumpler Taube built
under license from Etrich.Later Taube-type aircraft from other manufacturers replaced the
Blériot-type main gear with a simpler V-strut main gear design, and also replaced the underwing
“bridge” structure with wire cables to reduce drag. These gradual and systematic improvements
paved the way for the transition from the Taube form to the biplane reconnaissance planes,
which were subsequently produced by every manufacturer who had originally produced Taubes.
The following are brief descriptions taken from Flight magazine regarding the different
manufacturers who produced Taubes, and the design traits specific to same.The first Albatros
Taube was similar to the Etrich and Rumpler Taubes. Even during this early period, German
authorities and aircraft industries were thinking about ease of transport and assembly/
disassembly of aircraft:The Albatros Taube was characterized by a fuselage similar to that of the
biplane. The wings are of the Taube type having back-swept upturned tips, and there is the usual
girder structure forming the lower wing bracing as in nearly all Taube monoplanes. It consists of
a steel tube running parallel to the wing spars and placed some distance below the wing to
which it is connected by a number of steel tube struts and diagonal cross bracing. Although
offering a considerable amount of head resistance [drag] this type of construction is employed
as it provides a structure of almost equal strength to that of a biplane. The stabilizer and elevator
[stabilator] are formed by a single plane the front portion of which is rigidly attached to the
fuselage whilst the rear part acts as an elevator by being flexed up and down. Steering is
effected by means of two rudders, one above and one below the tail plane. Lateral control is
maintained by flexing the upturned wingtips. Provision has been made for rapidly folding the
wings for purposes of storage or transport [consistent with the military’s desire to have such
characteristics]. The chassis is similar to that of the biplane, the different parts have been
standardized in order to facilitate interchange.A surviving Rumpler Taube in the permanent
collection of the Deutsches Museum in Munich.The Albatros Taube of the type used in the
Constance Race in 1913 was a significant breakthrough for Albatros, as this racer featured an



almost completely streamlined fuselage of plywood on ply formers (just as later Albatros would
be built), It had a rudder and vertical fin, stabilizer and elevators, and the wings were braced with
wire; not the cumbersome steel truss system. It is difficult to tell, but wing-warping still is being
used: note the Zanonia form in the floatplane version Also the aircraft was able to be completely
broken down for transport. The description in Flight appears to contain inaccuracies as the main
planes are not the usual Taube type:Its main planes are of the usual Taube type, being of
Zanonia form. The body is of particularly good stream line form, having no sharp angles in its
outline. Pilot’s and passenger’s seats are arranged in tandem as in the land machines, and just
in front of the passenger is mounted a 100 hp Mercedes engine. The tail planes are similar to
those fitted on the Albatros biplanes, and consist of a horizontal stabilizer, to which is hinged the
divided elevator, and of vertical fins above and below the body, to which is hinged the
rudder.The [Karl] Jatho and Jeannin Steel Taubes were unusual for the time in that they utilized
welded steel fuselages. The Jatho had wings comprised of steel tube spars and steel ribs,
whereas the Jeannin had traditional wooden wing framing; perhaps steel was not as good a
system for wing-warping as wood. Flight described the Jatho as having:Very roomy cockpits,
where the occupants are protected against the wind. In front of the pilot is a dashboard with a
very complete set of instruments, including barograph, tachometer, map case, watch,
inclinometer, compass, &c. The petrol and oil tanks, which are placed low down in the fuselage,
contain a supply sufficient for a flight of 7 hours’ duration it has a radius of action of something
like 273 miles … on each side of the fuselage part of the wings have been left uncovered in
order to provide a better view in a downward direction … the constructors of the Jatho steel
Taube also build a racing type monoplane with a 150 hp engine, and a light sporting monoplane
fitted with a Gnome motor.Fuselage of a Taube made by Albatros—a double-seat single-cockpit
model. Note the company’s early facility with curved plywood panels over plywood formers.
(Craftlab)A front view of the Albatros Taube. Note the modular nature of this aircraft and the
purpose-made troughs that hold the leading edge of the wings. This was a mandate from the
German military: these early planes had to be portable. (Craftlab)The clean lines of the Albatros
floatplane Taube that performed so well at Lake Constance in 1913.In this very unusual and
vexing image, an Albatros Taube has apparently either been set on fire, or has accidentally
caught fire. The semi-intact aft fuselage section is just behind the charred forward fuselage
section. Another one is under construction farther in the background; in the distance a Taube
Zanonia-shaped wing is just visible. (Craftlab)The Jeannin Steel Taube is described as having
eliminated the awkward steel girder under its wood-framed wings and instead having cable
bracing consistent with “the latest models.” Like the Jatho, it too has a 100-hp Mercedes engine
and also has “a radiator similar to that on the Albatros biplane … the chassis is of a very simple
type, and consists of a short skid, carried on four streamline steel tube struts, and to it is hinged
the divided axle, which is sprung by means of telescopic tubes running to the fuselage at the
attachment to which are incorporated rubber shock absorbers.” Seeing the evolution of the early
Taubes, it is easier to make the technological transition to the next series of monoplanes: the



Eindeckers.The Jeannin Steel Taube (“Stahltaube”) had an-all steel framework for the fuselage
and wings. The awkward girder running under the main planes has disappeared and has been
replaced with all-cable bracing.The DFW Taube presented no significant improvements over the
other Taubes, except for the notation that “The wheels are carried on stub axles pivoted on the
center skid, and springing is effected by coil springs on telescopic steel tubes running to the
upper longerons of the fuselage. The radiators are mounted on each side of the body.” Again,
looking at the landing gear structure of the Eindecker monoplanes such as those built by Pfalz
and Fokker, it is easy to trace their structural developments by comparing them to the Taubes,
and the positioning of “ear-type” radiators on either side of the fuselage also began here.This
Jeannin “Stahltaube” is in the permanent collection of the Deutsches Technikmuseum in Berlin.
(Public domain)The Goedecker Taube reflected the German army’s desire for mobility and
flexibility and also incorporated steel tube spars into the wings “and provision has been made for
quick erecting and dismantling. By substituting a pair of floats for the wheels, this machine can
be very quickly converted into a hydro.” Goedecker and Fokker collaborated on his Spin, and
doubtless Fokker learned from Goedecker—perhaps regarding the potential of steel in aircraft,
and how to engineer an aircraft to dis/assemble efficiently.The Gotha Taube was noteworthy in
its cowling and streamlining of its engine, use of streamlined steel tubes for landing gear struts,
and shock absorbing set-up; as with all the Taubes the German army required that they be able
to land on a ploughed field.The Gotha Taube was similar to the other Taube copies and reverted
to the girder, strut, and cable system of wing bracing.The Harlan Arrow Taube had tandem
cockpits, a preventer ski to prevent nose-overs and a space between the fuselage and wings to
allow better downward visibility.The Kondor Taube featured a very streamlined fuselage, and
extreme washout at the wingtips.A diagram showing the control arrangement of the Rumpler
Taube that was published in Flugsport in 1911. Note the continued use of the car wheel to
control roll.The Halberstadt Taube, like Albatros, was characterized by a semi-monocoque
fuselage, a technique Halberstadt would return to with its famed CI. II two-seater. Flight mentions
that it was “covered with fabric inside and out,” again, lending precedent to the fabric-taped
interiors of Pfalz, Roland, and Albatros. The Halberstadt Taube followed suit with steel cables to
support the wings, and featured an impressive speed due to the streamlining efforts. Flight had
the following to say:For purposes of observation, and in order to facilitate photography, openings
have been provided in the wings on each side of the observer’s seat, and these openings are
fitted with glass covers.” The landing gear has become standard for World War I aircraft, which
chassis consisted of “two pairs of V” tubes, from which the tubular axle is slung by means of
rubber shock absorbers … the peculiar flexing tail plane found on most Tauben has been
replaced in this machine by an ordinary flat non-lifting stabilizing plane, to the trailing edge of
which is hinged the divided elevator. Mounted on top of the fuselage is a vertical fin of
comparatively large area, to the trailing edge of which is hinged the rudder. Evidently the
monocoque type fuselage, and the absence of the usual girder structure below the wing, has
reduced the head resistance enormously, for with a 100 hp Mercedes engine this machine is



said to be capable of a speed of 92 miles per hour.The Halberstadt Taube featured many
innovations that would become standard on all subsequent aircraft: the hinged rudder and
elevators, twin V strut gear, and a novel feature—glass panels inset into the wing to allow
downward visibility for photography.The Hansa Taube (72 mph), Harlan Arrow Taube, and
Kondor Taube (60 mph) showed no great improvement over any of the other Taubes, differing in
no way from the usual form. Although, it was noted that the Harlan Arrow, using either an Argus
or Mercedes 100-hp engine, fully loaded, could climb 1,000 meters (3,281 feet) in 15 minutes.
Also, the Kondor Taube showed a nicely streamlined fuselage, but apparently it was too heavy
judging from its overall speed.Rumpler made a variety of Taubes beginning with the licensed
Etrich model all the way up to what could be rightly called an Eindecker. The Rumpler Taubes
built between 1911 and 1912 closely resemble the Etrich Taube. However, Rumpler did build a
floatplane version, the Rumpler Wasser Eindecker Type 3F, in 1913 to satisfy the navy’s desire
for reconnaissance aircraft. Moreover, he experimented within the Taube class: a three-view
drawing dated 1912 shows a very streamlined Rumpler Taube with none of the steel girderwork
under the wings, suggesting that he had abandoned this system by this date, or was building
both types. Moreover, the fuselage is very streamlined and the engine is well cowled. However, it
still featured wing- and potential elevator-warping which continued through 1913 although the
landing gear is moving in the V-strut direction.A replica of the Rumpler Taube in the Museum of
Flight in Seattle, Washington. Note the small skid located just aft of the main wheels; this could
be pulled from the cockpit to act as a brake. Also visible is the slightly flaring framing of the
wingtips, and the rigging for actuating the wingtip warping.A detail of a Rumpler Taube in the
Luftwaffenmuseum (Air Force Museum) at Berlin-Gatow. Note the finely formed aluminum
cowling of this replica, and the thin radiator that was installed under the starboard wing against
the fuselage.Another image of the Taube in the Luftwaffenmuseum. Note the rigging at the tips of
the wings that served as ailerons.This Rumpler Eindecker drawing shows a finely streamlined
fuselage, and apparently a hinged elevator, which was a break from the typical elevator-warping
system.A rare image of the wing framing for an Etrich Rumpler Taube. The ribs are made from
thin strips with spacers glued at set distances to form the lightening spaces. The bottom flange
extends far aft, making a very flexible trailing edge once covered. Also note the aft spar curves
forward sharply to allow the wingtip framing to be very flexible and facilitate warping. (Public
domain)A large Rumpler Taube circa 1913, a twoseater that featured older-style construction
methods.By late 1913/early 1914, Rumpler Taube was described by Flight as a:Very compact
business-looking machine. The upper wing bracing, it will be seen, is now effected by cables
running to a pyramidal pylon of steel tubes, and the Zanonia form of wing has been retained.
Instead of the usual flexing wingtips, ailerons are fitted. These, it should be noted, are hinged
along an axis forming an angle with the transverse axis of the main planes. The bracing cables
are taken to pyramidal cabanes or pylons above and below the fuselage, and instead of the
flexing wingtips usually found on monoplanes of the Taube type, upturned ailerons are fitted
These, it should be noted, are hinged along an axis forming an angle with the transverse axis of



the main planes. The only feature constituting this machine one of the Taube class is its Zanonia-
form wings, it otherwise following standard practice as regards its fuselage, tail planes and
chassis. The flexing elevator has been replaced by one of the hinged, divided type, whilst the
rudder is hinged to the stern post, and not half above and half below the fuselage. The chassis is
built up of four steel tubes forming two pairs of Vs, in the angle of which rests the axle, which is
sprung by rubber shock-absorbers. Evidently the reduction of head resistance effected by
substituting cable bracing for the girder structure under the wings has considerably increased
the speed, for with a 100-hp Mercedes engine this machine is capable of doing about 74
mph.This Rumpler Taube could be considered a true antecedent to the Eindeckers that would
follow—actually it had some more advanced features than these in that it had hinged ailerons, a
semi-streamlined fuselage, hinged elevators and rudder. It had only cable bracing on the
wings.The use of Taubes began to wane shortly after the outbreak of war in 1914, being
replaced by biplane two-seaters as these proved a bit sturdier and more maneuverable.
However, Rumpler continued to build Taubes as late as 1915. The Rumpler Taube of 1915 more
closely resembles something out of the E series except more streamline, like the Bristol Bullet.
The late model Rumpler Taube was described by Flight as such:[it has an] absence of the girder
understructure bracing the wings—a distinctive characteristic of nearly all Taubes—the hinged
balancing flaps [ailerons], and the orthodox type of tail planes in place of the original flexing
plane. Though somewhat modified, the main planes still have the Zanonia form … the angle of
incidence decreases toward the tips, where the … [ailerons] present a slight negative angle of
incidence [washout]. [The ailerons] have an area of 15 sq. ft. each … they also operate in an
upward direction only … Cable bracing is employed top and bottom … anchored to pyramids of
tubular steel struts mounted above and below the body respectively; the underbracing is thus
quite independent of the undercarriage … Ash and American white pine are employed in the
construction of the main planes, which are built up on two main spars situated fairly close
together. Portions of the planes adjacent to the pilot’s cockpit are cut away in order to provide a
view below. The tail consists of a triangular stabilizing surface, in two portions mounted one on
either side of the body, and two elevator flaps hinged similarly to the balancing flaps, i.e., at an
angle. The vertical rudder is mounted between the elevators with a triangular vertical fin in front.
The body is rectangular in section, tapering to a vertical knife-edge at the rear. Ash is the
material employed in its construction, and the portion forward of the cockpits is covered with
sheet metal, and that aft with fabric. The engine, a 100 hp 6-cylinder water cooled Mercedes, is
mounted in the nose, with the Windhoff radiator directly above it … The engine drives direct a
Reschke tractor screw 8 ft. 6 ins. diameter and 4 ft. 9 ins. pitch. Immediately behind the engine
are the fuel tanks, and then [the passenger’s and pilot’s cockpits in that order]. The control
consists of a vertical wheel mounted on a rocking column, the former operating the [ailerons]
and the latter the elevator, whilst the rudder is actuated by pedals. A simple but strong under
carriage is fitted consisting of two pairs of steel V struts of streamline section, with a tubular axle
carrying a pair of disc wheels, attached, by means of rubber bands, to the apex of each V. A



short skid attached to the body at the rear protects the tail. The following are the main
characteristics of the Rumpler-Taube: Span, 46 ft.; maximum chord, 9 ft. 6 ins.; overall length, 27
ft.; supporting area, 300 sq. ft.; weight fully loaded, 1,840 lbs.; speed, 74 mph.; climbing speed,
2,600 ft. in 6 mins. (full load, 4 hours fuel and 400 lbs. useful load).
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Raymond C, “A combination of history and technical information. This book breaks down the
various manufacturers of WWI German aircraft treating each one as a chapter. There are
numerous photos and documents. In addition to old photos they add in photos from groups that
are reconstructing replicas where the groups are trying to recreate the construction process as
well as the aircraft. If you are interested in a clinical discussion of this area of aviation by all
means get this book.”

John William Lewis, “Excellent. Well illustrated and informative”

BJ, “pictures. great pictures”

Robert A. Lynn, “Outstanding Reference Book On German Fighter Aircraft Used In World War I.
GERMAN FIGHTER AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR I: DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND
INNOVATIONMARK C. WILKINSCASEMATE PUBLISHING, 2019HARDCOVER, 194 PAGES,
$37.95, PHOTOGRAPHS, DIAGRAMS, ILLUSTRATIONS, DRAWINGS, GLOSSARY,
APPENDICES, NOTES, BIBLIOGRAPHY, INDEXLike all the Great Powers in the years before
the outbreak of World War I, Germany remained uncertain about the direction of its military
aviation effort.Colonel Robert A. Lynn, Florida GuardOrlando, Florida”

Robert Housden, “Very good book.. This is a well written and researched book with excellent
photos and drawings.”
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